National Irrigation Show Begins Feb. 29 at Denver

A national exposition of irrigation equipment—Irri-Tech '72—is being held Feb. 29-Mar. 2, at Denver, Colo., at Currigan Exhibition Hall. The Hall is a part of the new Denver Convention Complex and will accommodate the big irrigation equipment.

Exposition Manager Bernie Manuel says the event amounts to bringing an outside irrigation show inside, where more than 50,000 square feet of clear-span space is available. The exposition, he says will include both agricultural and turf irrigation equipment, pipe, pump hoists, turbine pumps, drilling rigs, turf equipment and other supplies.

Show sponsorship is by Water Well Associates and Irrigation Journal. Official opening is an exhibit preview and party on the exhibit floor at 6:00 p.m. Feb. 29. This immediately follows the close of the annual Technical Conference of the Sprinkler Irrigation Association which is headquarters at the Brown Palace in Denver. Main exhibit days are March 1-2.

Irri-Tech '72, according to Manuel, is an irrigation trade show, primarily for distributors and contractors. But with the exhibition of all types of equipment and supplies, a special effort is being made to invite all persons interested in both agricultural and turf irrigation, including consulting engineers, golf course superintendents, commercial turfgrass managers of all phases of the industry, plus dealers, distributors and others.

Details of the show may be obtained from Manuel at 610 South Cook St., Barrington, Ill., 60010; telephone (312) 833-6540.

Thompson-Hayward Releases Research Report Brochure

A color illustrated research report on aquatic weed control is available from Thompson-Hayward. It shows results of Casoron for control of alligatorweed, fragrant water lily and spatterdock in the Southeastern U.S.

All uses shown in the report do not appear on the present Casoron AQ label, but the company believes the information accurate and that it will appear on the next revision of the label.

The brochure also includes detailed line drawings of nine common aquatic weeds. (For a copy of the brochure, circle Reader No. 729 on the reply card).

Slow Release Via Rubber In Pesticide Research

A new way to use pesticides by dissolving them in rubber for slow and controlled release is being researched.

At the American Chemical So-